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**Two Men Arrested for Alleged Sex Crimes Against Local Children**

**Spokane** – Tony Bolen, a 40-year-old Spokane resident, and Casey Macgregor (Greer), a 44-year-old Spokane Valley resident were arrested in January as part of an investigation into the alleged sexual exploitation of local children between the ages of 5 and 10 years old.

Washington State Patrol’s Eastern Washington Missing and Exploited Children Task Force, in partnership with Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), Spokane Police Department (SPD), and Washington State Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) received information indicating that someone used online accounts belonging to Bolen and Macgregor to distribute suspected child pornography images over the internet. Authorities have recovered some sexually explicit images of children and evidence of sexual abuse. Law enforcement officers are seeking any information from the public regarding the identities of any children who may have been photographed and/or contacted by Bolen and/or Macgregor.

**Tony Bolen** was booked into the Spokane County Jail and is being charged with the following crimes:
- RCW 9.68A.070 Possession of Depictions of Minors Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 2nd Degree
- RCW 9.68A.050 Dealing in Depictions of Minors Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 2nd Degree
- RCW9.68A040 Sexual Exploitation of a Minor

**Casey Macgregor (Greer)** was booked into the Spokane County Jail and is being charged with the following crimes:
- RCW 9a.44.073 Rape of a Child 1st Degree
- RCW 9a.44.083 Child Molestation 1st Degree
- RCW 9a.44.050 Rape 2nd Degree
- RCW 9.68A.070 Possession of Depictions of Minors Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 1st and 2nd Degree
- RCW 9.68A.050 Dealing in Depictions of Minors Engaged in Sexually Explicit Conduct 1st and 2nd Degree
- RCW9.68A040 Sexual Exploitation of a Minor

*These charges are merely allegations. All criminal defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt in a court of law.*

www.wsp.wa.gov
The Washington State Patrol requests that anyone with information about any contact that Bolen or Macgregor (Greer) has had with children, or any information about a child who may have been a victim of sexual exploitation of any kind, to contact WSP Sergeant Darren Wright 360-239-0619 / Darren.wright@wsp.wa.gov.

MECTF is a state law enforcement agency governed by RCW 13.60.110, and not designated as a 501 (c)(3) charity. All donations made to MECTF go directly to MECTF and are used explicitly in the identification and safe recovery of exploited children, the investigation of those exploiting children, and successful apprehension and prosecution thereof. Please consult with your tax professional or the Internal Revenue Service to determine if your donation is tax exempt. To donate and support MECTF, please visit http://www.wsp.wa.gov/crime/mectf/